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Question: How do you address the issues around refurbishment and are there any lessons learned from the US market, 
where we are seeing a more mature PRS market finding issues with modular product refurbishment leading to 
products being sold on and down graded in terms of their letting profile? 

Answer: [LEE - Greystar] In our experience, regular refurbishment of modular property doesn’t present any greater 
challenge than in a traditionally build property. It would generally present more challenges with any major ‘cut and carve’ 
reconfiguration, due to the greater extent of structural supports around each module. Our future plans for assets built 
using modular construction are tailored as such, and in any case ‘cut and carve’ opportunities are not often considered.

Question: Wayne – have you had much experience with the evolving policy surrounding achieving net zero carbon, 
and Whole Life Carbon? Surely modular would lend itself well to assessing these factors, given the controlled 
environment and visibility of supply chain?

Answer: [WAYNE - Caledonian] We are currently embarking on two DfE (Department for Education) primary school 
projects in the South West where they have been classed as ‘pathfinder’ projects and we are exploring Passivhaus 
standards as well as seeing the viability of the mainstream introduction of changes in design to achieve the Governments 
targets for Net Zero Carbon.  We should have more detailed information available on this topic in 3-4 months’ time.

Question: Similar question to Lee – how high does sustainability feature on Greystar’s agenda, and are they looking at 
Whole Life Carbon, beyond just the upfront element and meeting building regs?

Answer: [LEE - Greystar] Greystar recognise the critical importance of a sustainable future and are developing a UK net 
zero carbon strategy, which includes whole life carbon assessment and the use of MMC to drive down emissions.
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Question: Wayne - What form of contract have Canary Wharf Group used to appoint you? In your opinion what is the 
most appropriate form of contract for modular?

Answer: [WAYNE - Caledonian] We will be in contract under a D&B JCT form of contract.  This appears to be the best 
way forward when embarking on full turnkey projects using offsite technology alongside traditional build elements such 
as Cores and Podiums.  

Question: How do you view the future of timber construction (in its many modular guises) with current changes to 
Part B?

Answer: [LEE - Greystar] Recent changes to Part B are considered to be ill judged when it comes to the use of timber 
construction, particularly as it is clear that at a practical level, fire risk can be managed in the asset lifecycle. Furthermore, 
the environmental benefits of timber construction must not be ignored – For example, the French government are 
legislating for the use of timber as a part of their climate change strategy.

[ALEX - alinea] I believe Timber and CLT should still have a future in low / mid rise residential. Extensive testing is still 
being invested in to proof the fire safety of CLT as an alternative framing method to concrete and steel. With the real 
current need to lower our carbon footprint, CLT offers a great vehicle for developers to achieve carbon reductions if and 
when testing proofs it is safe. Our upcoming Building magazine article goes into detail about the current issues, rising 
worldwide adoption, its growth potential and cost benefits vs traditional concrete framed residential buildings. Keep an 
eye out when it is published later this month.
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Question: Thoughts from the panel do you think the government should legislate in order for the industry to take off 
properly?

Answer: [JAMIE - BD Solutions] With regard to public sector projects, or dual funded schemes, then yes, absolutely 
the Government should legislate, although I fear this is unlikely. In my opinion the way to increase MMC usage is 
through improving building performance which pushes clients toward MMC. In the meantime, we’d suggest that a 
financially incentivised MMC % usage would be the most appropriate option to encourage take up and provide time for 
stakeholders to get up to speed with the MMC options.

[WAYNE - Caledonian] Within framework such as MMC1 there is a driver from Government for Offsite delivery.  The 
DfE have pushed this for the past 10 years.  The government could and should push the agenda further but I believe 
more work needs to be done by the Offsite industry with support from the likes of Alinea to demonstrate how Offsite 
offers betterment to clients.  For the public sector there needs to be clear industry demonstration of benefits to ensure 
guidance is detailed enough to challenge standard industry historic cost data for traditional building.  This would need 
to showcase benefits from a lighter weight building solution, betterment in piling and foundation design, faster build 
programme, early occupation and not simply compare build type cost for build type cost.

Question: The sector is embryonic. Do you feel that the level of investment needed to create production capacity in 
the market (without the surety of through put) is a significant factor? 

Answer: [ALEX - alinea] The level of investment to set up and run a factory is no doubt a huge barrier for new entrants 
into the market. Without a factory being fully utilised through forward orders, not only will a return on investment 
be hard to achieve, but also the ability to reduce the cost base to provide competitive prices to clients vs traditional 
becomes extremely difficult and risky. It is a very chicken and egg scenario in that clients want new competition but 
also for competitors to demonstrate experience, credibility and ultimately value in order to win work. However for 
a contractor / supplier to obtain such a performance history, clients would have needed to take a leap of faith at an 
early stage to make setting up a factory or increasing production viable. The only other option is for manufacturers to 
set up prior to generating any work through the factory and that, as history has shown leaves mixed results and some 
sorry tales. Hopefully the latest industry challenges put MMC in a place where it simply must be adopted and planning 
incentivisation style initiatives help smooth the way for new entrants.
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Question: You are talking very much about private sector , other than a mention of the DfE MMC 1 do you think more 
needs to be done to enable public sector clients? 

Answer: [JAMIE - BD Solutions] We shouldn’t tie MMC categories to legislation, it’s not that binary. It’s about using the 
right MMC solution for the project or projects at hand. Whist BDS have developed our own methodologies for defining 
MMC options the challenge is producing an industry agreed and robust methodology to tangibly demonstrate the “Value 
Added” we are keenly following the work and that the Construction Innovation Hub are doing in this space.

[WAYNE - Caledonian] The panel had a client from the private sector therefore focus on examples and questions would 
relate to this.  However there are plenty of frameworks for Public sector clients to get access to the offsite industry.  
MMC1, CCS, LHC, NHS-SBS to name a few.  However changes to the procurement rules in the favouring of scoring 
towards MMC solutions would aid more public sector clients to favour MMC from the outset.  The usual 70/30 score 
weighting in favour of cost over programme will always favour a traditional build cost plan!

Question: To allow parity through a competitive tender exercise, have any parties seen the cost savings through 
programme betterment quantified in a tender return? For example every 1 week program saving equates to £x?

Answer: [WAYNE - Caledonian] End users / clients need to be aware and informed on all of the benefits that an offsite 
solution brings not just speed of delivery.  If all benefits from a lighter weight building design solution, betterment in 
piling and foundation design, faster build programme, early occupation and a better ROI for clients, if this information 
can all be document and demonstrated to clients at a very stage of site appraisals, then MMC would offer a powerful 
solution to client needs.  There are very real examples in the industry where all of the above can be demonstrated on 
past projects.
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Question: How flexible is modular compared to traditional construction when it comes to post contract client change? 
Would there be large abortive costs?

Answer: [WAYNE - Caledonian] Post change can depend on the design chosen for the modular frame.  There are two 
main types of modular frame, 1) Line loaded, 2) Point loaded.  Using examples typically a line loaded modular frame 
could be say a pure LGSF metal frame (as an example here) and could be used for say Budget Hotel rooms or Student 
Accommodation rooms where typically one module could house the entire room the purpose of which may always have 
a use of a hotel room or student bedroom.  Therefore change is highly unlikely other than internal fit-out changes.  If we 
then consider a Point loaded modular frame design we effectively have say 4-corner columns and main frame hot rolled 
steel members with LGSF trimmer beams.  This then provides the opportunity to make all internal walls non-load bearing 
and provide much wider scope for future adaption of the building use.  If we consider changes during the construction 
process then changes are possible.  However it is always our intention to work the design stages hard and bring forward 
a level of details and coordination that limits the possibility of post design client changes needed.  We would always like 
to try and capture any changes at design or factory stages as it is cheaper to modify in the factory then retrofit works on 
site to finished products.  However site changes are possible and each potential change would be analysed for viability in 
terms of impact on structure, finishes and of course time and cost implications.

[LEE - Greystar] There is potential for large abortive costs relating to major changes post contract, hence when choosing 
modular construction a client should understand the reasons for adopting it and have the foresight to plan and make any 
relevant value design changes pre-contract. 

[ALEX - alinea] This will ultimately depend on the type and timing of the change. A modular delivery programme is likely 
to bring key design change decisions forward before they would normally be in the traditional sense, so an appreciation 
of the critical production drawing dates is vital for changes to modules. Even on a full volumetric scheme, around 50% of 
costs remain in traditional packages so changes here in most areas carry a similar level of flexibility than a fully traditional 
scheme. Fundamental late changes to grid, unit plans etc carry large abortive costs in both cases but are likely to be 
exacerbated in modular given the accelerated programme. In summary, this comes down to a discipline and behaviours 
point whereby as long as clients and teams are aware of the capabilities of the system they have adopted and what the 
critical programme dates are, then changes can be made with minimal uplift vs traditional. If the rules are not followed or 
understood then the abortive costs will escalate and all the benefits of selecting offsite solutions lost.
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